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• INTRODUCTION

Guided, as in the past, by close attention to the developing theoretical and

experimental evidence for new phenomena (for example, the discoveries of weak

neutral currents, chant, J/t and the Upsilon) Fermilab has devoted considerable

effort to pushing'on to higher energies. This seems particularly appropriate '

since other phenomena is suggested, such as intercalate vector bosons (tt+ and 2°)

etc. The TeV Project at Fermilab pursues both Increases in the available energy

via doubling the energy of the present accelerator as a fixed target, high inten-

sity proton synchrotron and via colliding beans. These ways are complementary to -

oae another. High energy physics with fixed targets cannot match the energy

available in the center of mass system that can be achieved in colliding beams,

whereas physics with colliding beams cannot match the intensities or the variety

of bombarding particles that can be achieved with fixed targets. Some of the as-

pects of each technique are given below.

1. /ElxeA targets/

When the accelerator has an energy of 1 TeV, high intensity neutrino beams

of energies up to ~700 GeV can be produced. These neutrinos interacting with

. large counter detector arrays or with the 15 foot bubble chamber offer the

best way to study weak interactions.or interference from strong or electro-

magnetic Interactions. In particular, neutrinos are well suited to searches

foi heavy charged or neutral leptons and when discovered, details such as .

their quantum numbers, and interacting properties should be measurable. Keutri-

. no beams can also be used as probes of the internal structure of the proton,

since they are coupled to the quark structure of the proton by the weak inter-

actions. The quark structure can also be probed with high energy, high flux

muon beams, which can be produced with energies up to 750 GeV. Huons couple

to quarks through both weak and electromagnetic interactions; therefore, much

can be learned about the structure of the proton by comparison of muon and .

..-. neutrino scattering.

Scattering of hadrons on badrons at present energies can be interpreted as

the scattering of quarks in one hadroh by quarks or antiquarks in the other.

These quarks and antiquaries can annihilate to produce gamma rays, which pro-

duce 'muon pairs. So far the observed transverse, momentum distribution of the y
pairs seems to heed to-be combined with further experiments at higher energies

in order to be able to understand the internal momentum distribution of the

quarks in the proton.
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Photons are also of interest in the new energy range to be cade available

by. doubling the energy of the Fermilab accelerator. The-photon beams of en-

ergies up to 500 GeV or more can create pairs of charmed particles. Whereas

charmed particle spectroscopy has so far been done with e+e"" storage rings, .

the new, photon beam with center of mass energy greater than 30 CeV and higher

luminosity than the e+e~ rings should change this picture.

Thus, there is a large field of new and interesting particle physics to *

be explored with fixed targets at the Fermilab Tevatron

2. Colliding Beans : _ " .

The attainment of a center of mass energy higher than 1 TeV for proton-

. proton collisions and 2 TeV for proton-antiproton collisions permits a large

number of new physics questions to be addressed. These Include: What is the

nature of the forces between quarks? (fill free quarks be produced? Will

qualitatively new strong interactions occur as - suggested by cosmic ray evi- .

dence? What is the energy dependence of the pp or pp total cross sections?

Will intermediate vector bosons be produced? All of these issues would seem

to benefit more from an extension in energy than an extension* in intensity.

It is for this reason that the colliding beam part of the TeV Project is com-

pelling, an ultimate extension in center of mass energy by a factor of 20

(pp collisions) and 30 (pp collisions) beyond the CERN ISR.

At such energies, theories involving the existence of the intermediate

vector boson will be strongly tested. Neutrino experiments at Fetmilab have

placed a lower limit of 20 GeV/c* on the mass. Theoretical arguments predict

a mass of 50 to 150 GeV/c2, with some difference between charged (tf*) and

neutral (2°). This is an energy region far beyond the reach of any proposed

e+e" rings, but well within the region accessible with TeV colliding beams.

Detection of this particle would be a very Important step forward in the un-

derstanding of the weak interaction. Knowledge of the properties of such a

particle could be crucial to a fundamental understanding of the structure of

matter.

The same quark and antiquark distributions within the proton that were

discussed above in connection with fixed targets are Important in colliding

beam.experiments. Conjectures about these distributions permit us to predict

processes in which hadron-hadron collisions give rise to lepton pairs. For

example, the process p-fp •*• |i+p++.. is predicted. It is plotted in Figure 1.

It can be seen that the agreement of a model calculation with experiment is

quite good.

In addition, there are arguments that lead us to anticipate a new level of

narrow vector mesons of mass above 10 GeV/c2. - Such mesons will be important

in the understanding of charmed states. We may also expect further inform- .



tion about quark dynamics, because the vector mesons will decay above quark

thresholds. It may also be that there are newt massive quarks to be found.

In fact, there may be a complex spectrum of heavy 'leptons and one of quark*

to be explored. - .
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Figure 1. Measured cross sections of p + p •• u \i +...

One might expect initial luminosities of 1030cm"2iiec~1for pp and about a

factor 20 less for pp. We estimate the W + production rate, with these luminos-

ities and reasonable assumptions about branching ratio and detector, to be

0.45 events/hour for pp. The background of. muon pairs is estimated to be small

and the intermediate vector boson Should be observable in our colliding beam

s y s t e m s . . , •' •'_'''•

. For all these studies, the energy available in colliding beams for both pp

and pp offers an experimental tool unmatched by any other proposed device. At

guch TaV energies it may well be the unexpected phenomena chat will dominate

the physics..



The most often discussed experiment with colliding beams has been one to

search for chargeu and neutral intermediate bosons. The existence of these

mediators of the weak interactions has become most compelling because of the

recent advances o£ gauge theories, which unite the weak and electromagnetic,

interactions. The energy and luminosity required fcr a. pp or pp colliding

bean facility are crucially tied to the estimates of the masses and production

cross sections for these bosons. In a pp collision, one expects a higher

probability of energetic quark-antiquark collisions and, therefore, different

production cross sections. Figure 2 shows predicted production cross sections

for W and 2° for pp and pp collisions.

!
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Figure 2. Predicted production cross sections for W and Z° Intermediate bosons.-

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM

We feel that because of the above physics, Fermi National Accelerator Labora-/

tory should exercise the opportunity to make dramatic advances in the exploration

of the structure of matter and of the forces th&t govern that structure. The new

steps take advantage of the existence at Fermilab of unique facilities for the pro-



' ' < duction and study of high energy interactions. At the IX International Accel-

erator Conference at SLAC in May 1974 JVm Edwards presented a progress report

• . , ' on the Fenailab Energy Doublcr design study. Much has happened since that time

, '' and in this paper I wtii try to summarize our progress and present thinking. As

you can .already see, perhaps the most important new idea is the realization that

'• • with two rings of accelerator nagnets in the same tunnel, colliding the two beams

is an obvious option to be-investigated. A project that is already approved and

that is under construction will provide the superconducting ring of magnets that

will be the central component required to make possible the "other parts of the

program which, importantly, Include the saving of substantial amounts of electri-

cal energy.' '••. ;;'.•«„•" •• . \ '•. • v •'' •• • ' ... •. • ,• ' .

- , - Figure 3 Is a schematic representation of the TeV Program. A comparison of

the center of mass energy and luminosity of the facilities described in this,

' - paper with other existing or proposed facilities is given in Figure 4.

':*~~\ ,;>. • The TeV Program consists of several distinct parts:

; " f 1. A 1 TeV (1000 GeV) superconducting ring whose principal parameters are

:• * ' given in Table I. When the superconducting ring with its cryogenics is

first installed it should be possible to achieve coasting beam in the new

..•/ • 'ing at any energy up to 1000 GeV, but at that time the Installed rf and

. refrigeration will not be sufficient to support rapid ramping or rapid

• .cycling of the accelerator. ' . .

2. A new project to make it possible to observe collisions between proton

beams In the main ring and superconducting ring. The initial luminosity

that might be expected for p-p collisions is approximately 10S0/cm*-sec.

V . ' There are a number of studies through which this luminosity could be ex-

pected to be increased by more than an order of magnitude.

, 3. A new project to produce a source of antiprotons that can then be injected,

with an oppositely rotating beam of protons, into either the main ring or

.' the superconducting ring,, so that proton-antlproton collisions at very

. high energies can be observed and studied. The initial luminosity that

night be expected for proton-antiproton collisions, is approximately

Y . 3 x 10z*/cm2-sec in the main ring and 1029/cm2-sec in the »uperconducting

... - ring.. There are also a number of ideas through which thl9 luminosity could

' . .• ' be expected to be Increased by more than an order of magnitude.

4. A new project to develop the superconducting ring into a full-fledged

* - ' .. Energy Obubler/Saver. This requires additions to the rf and refrigeration

systems to accommodate ramping of the magnets at a rate corresponding to

'....•••',. , about 50 GeV/sec. '

; " ' , 5. A new project to modify the beam-extraction and switchyard systems and the

experimental areas to use the 1 TeV beam on fixed targets. •
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TABLE I

Superconducting Ring Parameters

Average* ilus * .1000 m

Final Energy : 1 TeV (1000 GeV) ., ...

Intensity 5 x 10 1 3 protons/pulse '

Injection Energy 100 GeV • , .. ,

Lattice Separated function with 6 long'straight sections

(almost identical to Fermllab Main Ring)

Magnets Number Peak Field

fiipoles ...••• 774 42.3 kG

Quadrupoles 240 24.2 kG/inch.

. EVOLUTION OF THE TeV PLAN

la the original design of the Fermilab accelerator, consideration was given

tp the use of superconducting magnets. With such magnets the peak magnetic field

could be double that attainable with conventional copper and ir.on magnets, there-,

by doubling the maximum achievable energy. The technology of superconductivity

was not yet sufficiently advanced at that time, a decade ago. The accelerator was

therefore designed for 500 GeV with conventional magnets, but space was left in

the accelerator tunnel for the possible addition of a second ring at a later time.

Serious development >work on superconducting accelerator magnets at Fermilab began

in 1972, after the Fermilab accelerator had achieved Its design energy.

It has always seemed natural that when the technology of superconductivity

was sufficiently developed the energy should be doubled to the 1 TeV level. It

has now become possible to achieve that goal by supplementing the original ring

of conventional magnets with a second ring of superconducting magnets. Figure S

is a cross section of the main ring tunnel showing the proposed location of the

superconducting ring. ' . *

the idea of a superconducting magnet ring had already been put forward well

before the present energy crisis had been widely understood, but with escalating

cost of-electrical-energy and-wlth-the-limited-operating budget and large cost of

power at Fermilab, it became clear that another Important attribute of such a ring

of magnets would be its potential saving of energy and of operating costs.

The combination of a doubling of the maximum proton energy to 1000 GeV with a

saving of electrical energy required to operate the Fertailab accelerator systems

suggested the name Energy Doubler/Saver for the new facility;



Figure 5. Location of the Superconducting Ring In the Main Ring Tunnel.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TeV PROGRAM

1. Coasting Beam in the Superconducting Magnet Ring

The superconducting riteg for the TeV projects has been the center of an active

program of research and development at Fennllab since 1972. This program has had

as its goal the coapletlon of the superconducting ring and its installation in the

tunnel, ready for testing, by the end of 1979.

At that stage it will be possible to inject a beam of protons froa the main

ring Into the new ring at an energy of approximately 100 GeV and to have that beam

coast around the new ring for many hours. A small source of rf power will be in-

stalled in the new ring to Increase the energy of the coasting proton beam at a

slow rate to' as high as the design energy of the new ring, 1000 GeV. Coasting

beam can be achieved at any energy up to 1000 GeV.

2. Colliding Beams .

The superconducting-magnet ring-will have a cold bore, a very high vacuum,

and a large enough aperture so that it can be used as a storage ring. The design

that has been developed provides for the new superconducting ring's orbit to in-

tersect the main ring orbit at the locations of existing straight sections. With

one new short beam-transport system that is already under construction, protons

from the Booster Accelerator can be injected to circulate in the reverse (counter-

clockwise) direction In either of the two large accelerator rings* Then protcaa

going'In one direction in one ring can be made to collide with protons going in



the other direction in the other ring. This realise tion of p-p colliding beans is

implicit in th* completion of the superconducting ring. ... . •_--•'

,v -• A second possibility for colliding beams at Fermilab stems frob the invention

by Budker at Novosibirsk, USSR, of the process of electron beam cooling of a pro-

ton beaou For the application of this technique at Fermllab the first step

would be to produce antiprotons by bombarding a fixed target with a beao of pro-

tons of approximately 80 CeV. That production target is now planned to be

located in the short beast-transportsection that is being constructed for re-

verse Injection of the booster, bean into the existing main rlng^tunnel. The anti- -

protons that are produced at that target will be focused and transported to a new

small ring of magnets to be installed inside the booster tunnel. Within that mag-

net ring will be located an electron cooling device of the kind developed at Novo-

sibirsk. After the antiprotons are "cooled", a process by which their oscillations

are reduced, they can be stacked in the cooling ring* then more antiprotons can be

produced, collected and stacked until there is a sufficient number to be reinjected

into the. superconducting ring in the large tunnel in the reverse direction. At

that point, protons can be Injected in the normal way in the forward direction In

the superconducting ring and the oppositely Circulating proton and antiproton

bunches can be simultaneously accelerated to any energy up to 1 TeV. The protons

and antiprotons can then be made to collide, giving a center of mass energy of up

to 2 TeV.

3. Detector Facilities for Colliding Beams •' .

The same detection facilities can be used to Investigate the products of proton-

proton and proton-antiproton collisions. Their construction, probably at straight

sections BO and E0, and possibly at CO would be the next step in the implementa-

tion of the TeV program. • -

4. Energy Saver

An essential facet of the TeV Program will be the conversion o£ the supercon-

ducting ring into a rapid-cycling (one pulse per minute) accelerator with an ex-

traction system. With the completion of that work, it will become possible to op-

erate at present energies, in the Energy Saver mode. The resultant energy savings

are expected to be -$5 million per year.

.5. Energy Doubler . _.._ .
* ? • . . . ' • . '

To exploit the potentialities of 1000 GeV fixed target physics the extraction

system, switchyard beam lines and experimental areas must be modified to accommo-

date particles with energies up to twice the present values. At that point the

superconducting ring can be operated as an Energy Doubler for physics research

with fixed'targets. This complete accelerator will be called the Tevatron in this

p a p e r . . • ' • • " ' • • . • • . . • V • ' ' " . • " • •



With the existence of either the superconducting ring or the antiproton source

alone, several nodes of operation become possible. When both are available, addi-

tional possibilities exist. For planning purposes we are now considering that the

Tevatron will operate SOX of the time as a fixed target accelerator and 50% as a

collider* . . -

STATUS OF THE ENERGY DOUDLER/SAVER

Most at the developiaent activity has been concentreced on the superconducting

dipole magnets since they are considered to be the most demanding and difficult to

execute. Phil Llvdahl presented* at the U.S. National Accelerator Conference* a

summary paper on the status of the Fentilab Energy Doubler/Saver Project, in March

1977. I will repeat the relevant aspects and update that report. Figure 6 is a

cross sectional drawing of the Energy Doubler/Saver dipole.

, Figure 6. Dipole cross section.

Our one-foot-long dipole development program has been used for evaluating

changes in coil assemblies and coil support structures. This program has concen-.

trated on: a) verifying conductor quality; b) proving winding and assembly tech-

nology which would result in proper conductor placement; c) providing sufficient

constraint for the conductors; and d) minimi; inj the motion of conductors during

excitation by providing sufficient pre-loading of the conductors.

In January of 1976, a full-scale 22-foot-long magnet program waa started in

parallel to the one-foot program, for the purposes of determining: a) that the

characteristics of coils observed-in the one-foot program could be realized in

full-length coils; b) that the coil assemblies could be built, using techniques

developed in the one-foot program; and c) that by assembling full-length coil as-

semblies into cryostats all. of the design characteristics of the cryostats can be

verified under forced-flow liquid helium conditions. To, date more than thirty 22-

foot dipoles have been completed. ' .

Test data has been evaluated and we believe the following:

A. The one-foot model program results can be directly extrapolated to 22-

10



foot-long dipole magnets. , - . .

B. The cryostata have demonstrated a static.heat load to 4.5*K of -8 watts.

This load is within the capacity designed into the refrigeration system.

C. AC losses of the magnets average about 500 joules per cycle. Although

this is within the allowed refrigeration capacity, further reduction is being pur-

sued. .. •. • • .:••'• , '•.' '.-.•• ' • . ' " = .

The testing of each 22-foot coil assembly has/shown that a number of addition-

al conclusions can be drawn. . The magnet coil assemblies are first tested in a

vertical dewar without iron. In this testing the coil assemBly is trained through

a series of spontaneous quenches to a current in the magnet coil which is near the

short sample limit at the high field point in the coil. Complete training of the

magnet coil assembly is accomplished in about 15 quenches in the vertical dewar

tests. After having been installed in their horizontal dewars with an iron yoke,

additional tests of the same magnet coils have shown that a magnet which reaches

4600 amps or more in the vertical dewar tests will reliably achieve the 42.3 kG

required to accelerate to 1000 GeV. :

Magnetic field quality of the dipoles has been measured in five-foot magnets

as well as in 22-foot magnets. The results of rheae measurements have been re-

ported by Yamada et al, and Peters et al, at the U.S. National Accelerator Confer-

ence (March ,1977). Measurements made to-date verify that deviations in conductor

placement yield magnetic field variations as predicted by calculations and these

variations are within acceptable tolerances. Present magnets can be corrected by

sufficiently strong .correction colls, however, we are confident that improvements

presently being Incorporated into new magnets will produce even higher field qual-

ities appropriate to beam stacking, which would allow higher luminosities.

A key test of the operation of the Energy Doubler magnet system and its

associated protective circuits using multiple magnets connected in series has been

set up in a small building adjacent to the main ring enclosure. These testa &re

described in detail by Peter Limon et al, in another paper presented at the U.S.

National Accelerator Conference (March 1977). So far, four 22-foot-long dipole

magnets have been operated successfully and in the future we plan to connect six-

teen dipole magnets in series.

Controls and instrumentation for thi& experiment are incorporated into the

existing accelerator computer control system, thereby serving as a prototype for

incorporating the Energy Doubler/Saver into the accelerator control and isonitoring

system; as veil as introducing the accelerator operators to the Energy Doubler/

Saver needs. •

QUADRUPOLE MAGNETS AND CORRECTION ELEMENTS

Figure 7 is a cross section drawing of a quadrupole magnet. These magnets .

are made of superconducting cable identical to that used in the dipole, and are

11



to be connected in scries electrically with the dipolos. George Kalbflclsch and

John CMeara have wound and have assembled and tested the first quadrupole. The

quadrupole will be mounted in a cryostat which will be common to that housing the

correction elements. .A set of correction dements have been described in a papez

by Collins and Edwards, which gives the conductor distribution and field strengths

required. Rae Stiening is reviewing this design and has presented alternate

plans. In the near future detail design work on the correction packages will be-

gin. -
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Figure 7. Quadrupole cross sectional drawing.

REFRIGERATION

The refrigeration equipment for the Energy Doubler/Saver consists of a very

large central helium liquefier which supplies liquid helium at the rate of 100

liters per hour to each of 24 satellite helium refrigerators distributed at each

service building around the main ring. Each satellite system consists of com-

pressors t a cold box with the associated heat exchangers, and expansion engines

which, produce a total refrigeration capability of 700 W at 4.5°K. Details of the

fabrication and tests of the prototype satellite are described by Rode et al in

another paper presented at the U.S. National Accelerator Conference (March 1977).

In the research and development phase of the Doubler, 15 of the satellite re-

frigerators will be required. _

The construction of the central helium liquefier has been underway for one

and a half years. The building is complete; foundations for the compressors are

installed; the compressors are currently being re-worked in local industry for he-

12



lium service. The compressors and their associated 4000-hp. motors were received -

as surplus Government equipment. The helium cold box with associated heat ex-

changers is being fabricated by Cryogenics Technology, Inc. of Walthaa, Massachu-

setts, and contains three Sulzer oil-bearing turbo expanders. Zt is anticipated

• that this systea will be ready for connissibning this fall. >

Before selection of the. concept of a central helium liquefier, a 1500 watt

helium refrigerator was purchased from Industry. This refrigerator is to be de-

livered this .month. It will be Installed for production testing of magneto. A

capability for complete testing of three magnets per day is'expected.

, INSTALLATION PLANS

.•• Programs utilising Energy Doubler/Saver magnets are underway or are being

planned for early Installation of super magnets in the main ring tunnel.

Three dipole oagnets have already been installed in one service building

access point to be used as the installation prototype for accessing the main ring

tunnel with refrigeration lines, power connections, leads to the correction ele-

ments and all other ancillary components required to bring the various sections

of the Energy Doubler/Saver magnets together. '

A string of dipole magnets necessary to complete 1/24 of the total ring will

start to be Installed this fall.'This string can be cooled by one satellite re-

frigerator aud operated as an Independent module for test purposes. As soon as •

possible thereafter, the other three strings required to complete one sector will

be installed. We then plan to extract beam from the main ring in one straight

section and transport the beam through the one sector-of super magnets; the beam

will then re-enter the main ring. * \

COLLIDING GEOMETRY

Tom Collins, David Johnson and Bob Diebold have studied the non-trivial pro-

blem of bringing the beams together in the SO-m^long straight section. The most

straightforward way is to allow the main ring and Tevatron to cross one another

vertically, with the two accelerators remaining transposed for bhe-sixth of the

ring, and thenrecrossing at the next long straight section. In' this sextant, the

main ring magnets and their adjustment jacks are removed from their normal stands'

and placed on the tunnel floor, a vertical displacement of about 19.5 inches as

Indicated in Figure 8,-while- the -Tevatron magnets change position from their ..usual

25 inches under the main ring to 25 inches above it.

'• The vertical bending of each beam will be accomplished by a partial rotation

of sets of bending magnets at each end of the straight section. The scheme out-

lined in Figure 8 gives a vertical angle of 6.7 mrad for the main ring and 8.4

mrad for the Tevatron for a crossing angle between the two'beams of 15.1 mrad.

Additional horizontal bending must be added to make up for the l-cos$ * 31? loss In

horizontal bending power caused by the twist angle $ (typically 15°), and to line

• • ; ' ' • . • • • - ' i : " ' ' . ' • • . : • • . ' . , ' • ' . ' • ; . ' • • • • ' •



up the two beans in the horizontal plane. Although some of this additional bend-

ing could come frost powering the rotated magnets differentially, the scheme shown

In Figure 8 is able to accomplish these objectives solely with the addition of

steering magnets in free space along the two beams.

Existing
Plane of
Moin Ring

Figure 8. A cross geometry for pp collisions.

This scheae then results in a free space of 50 a for experimental apparatus;

some of this space co.uld also be, used for additional quads to Improve Tevatron

focusing. The natural crossing angle of 15 mrad in this scheme does reduce the

luminosity somewhat. The luminosity for the*various cases drops from the head-on

range of (1.4 to 110) x 1030 down to (0.5 to 6) x 1030. This loss is partly bal-

anced by the fact that the length of the interaction diamond shrinks by the same

ratio.

Although the luminosity obtained with a - 15 nrad is adequate for many exper-

iments, they also Investigated the possibility of squeezing down this angle with

the scheme shown in Figure 9. This method uses somewhat idealized conventional

18 kG dipole magnets with a broad gap. Even in the case of full energy operation

at 400 GeV on 1000 GeV, head-on collisions can be obtained by filling most of the ".

space available with dipoles to leave approximately 5 m free for experiments. An

intermediate value of a - 5 orad would allow a free length of approximately 12 m

and a range of luminosities of (1 to 20) x 10J0. ,

This scheme has the advantage that the beams can always be made to cross one

another at the same point when collisions are desired, even though the beams do

move about as the beam energies or magnetic fields are varied. The maximum excur-

sion is shown by the dotted straight-through lines in Figure 9. Trim coils will

steer the beams horizontally to avoid, collisions when the main ring is at low en-

ergy* where the beam-beam tune shift would cause losses. .

they also examined geometries in which the rings do not transpose. Such

geometries ("kissing" schemes) naturally result in head-on collisions, but' ramped

14



8 mrad

Figure 9. A method of reducing crossing angle.

superconducting magnets are required at the full energy of 400 GeV on 1000 GeV,

including large (approximately 10 inch diameter) superconducting magnets common

to both beams. They are continuing to Investigate the relative merits of the

two beam collision schemes at the 1977 Aspen Summer Study.

PROPOSED ANTIPROTON COOLING SCHEME

Dave dine,Carlo Rubbla, Peter Mclntyrei Russ Huson and Fred Hills have

studied the design of the proposed cooling scheme, which is constrained by the

sharp increase of cooling time with energy. This Increase makes it necessary to

cool at low energy. The procedure planned is therefore to:

1. Produce antiprotons of approximately 5.2 GeV energy by bombarding a solid

target with protons of 80 to 100 GeV energy extracted from the main ring at

F17. ' ••" •,::'; '

2. Carry the antiprotori beam to the booster in the tunnel constructed for re-
1 verse injection into the main ring.

3. Inject the 5.2 GeV antiprotons .into the booster and decelerate them to

.200 MeV. *

4« Transfer the antlproton beam to the cooling ring to be constructed in the

15



8.

9.

10.

booster tunnel.

5. Cool the antiproton beam and move it to a storage orbit.

6. Repeat the previous steps with more antiprotons, stacking an antiproton bean.

7. Accelerate ,the stacked antiproton beam to S GeV in the booster, transfer it

to the main ring in the reverse direction and accelerate it to 100 GeV.

Transfer the antiproton beam to the Tevatron and store it.

Accelerate a normal proton beam to 100 GeV in the main ring, transfer it and

store it in the forward direction in the Tevatron.

Accelerate both proton and antiproton beams to 1 TeV in the Tevatron. The

two beams will collide in straight sections B and E.

This plan is shown schematically in Figure 10.

They estimate that it will be possible to collect and cool approximately

1.5 x 107 antiprotons/pulse at a maiii ring intensity of 2.5 * 10 1 3 protons/pulse.

It is planned to accumulate antiprotons for 5 hours to give a beam of 1011 anti-

protons to be accelerated and collided with the proton beam, which Is, of course,

one booster ring worth or 2 * 10 1 2 protons. These beams will give luminosities

of approximately 5 * 102S/cm2-sec at ai> energy of 250 GeV in each beam in the

main ring and more than 102Vcm2-sec at an energy of 1000 GeV in the Tevatron.

This luminosity is smaller than those usually estimated for proton-proton

systems. It must be remembered, however, that this figure is attainable in a

unique system, protons and antiprotons, and that it can certainly be improved by

development of the system.
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Figure 10. Anftproton cooling scheme.

RESUME

Research activities on Energy Doubler/Saver dipole coils have resulted in

production of full-scale coil assemblies which have predictable magnetic and

electrical characteristics. Six of these coil assemblies have been tested in
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cryostats with iron. The static heat loads of the cryostats arc within the tie-

sign capacity of the refrigeration system.. Initial measurements of a modified

cryostat which is designed for an 80°K shield indicate that the static heat load

may be reduced by as ouch as 40%. The dynamic ac loss refrigeration load of the

complete magnets has been i easured and is also within the allowable range, tests

of reducing the ac losses are In progress. The central heliun liquefier is being

built and the prototype satellite refrigerator has been tested. These tests

demonstrate that the prototype has met or exceeded all design performance cri-

teria. Fabrication of the first prototype quadrupole is complete and tests show

adeqate performance. Detailed aspects of all the other systems required for the

Tevatron are under study. " .
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